Hadnall, SHrewSbury l beer

Salopian brewery was founded as Snowdonia brewery
in 1994 by brewer Martin barry at his Pub in north
wales. In 1995 he relocated to Shrewsbury and
renamed it Salopian (the historic name for
Shrewsbury). Martin then left the brewery in 2004
and Mark Hill of the brewers wholesale became a
partner. at that stage the production of the brewery
was all into cask, very much in the traditional Midlands
style of blonde and lightly hopped.
In 2008 Jake douglas was recruited as the very ﬁrst
salesman, and after a short period he began to
inﬂuence the production of the brewery as well. a
change was made from the traditional to a more
modern hop led style. This transition has proved very
successful, with sales nearly trebling since 2008 and
recognition of the brewery’s prowess at every level of
competition.
Style

abV

Bitter

3.8%

Case

Individual

Golden, with a floral aroma and a full hoppy flavour that is balanced by a
crisp dry maltiness and a rich finish.

12

500ml

Shropshire Gold

bronze bitter Category CaMra Champion beer of britain 2012
CaMra Champion bitter of britain 2011
3rd overall CaMra Champion beer of britain 2011
west Mids CaMra bitter of the year 2010, 2011

Blonde
Ale

4%

Best
Bitter

4.3%

12

500ml

Oracle is a crisp, sparklingly sunflower gold ale with a striking hop profile.
Dry and refreshing with a long citrus aromatic finish. The intention of the
hop character is to be pronounced but not all encompassing, dry but not
overtly bitter and a tiny hint of sweetness to add body.

12

500ml

Oracle

west Mids CaMra Golden beer of the year 2014
west Mids CaMra Golden beer of the year 2012
SIba national Champion best bitters Silver 2012
SIba west and wales Champion bitter 2011

darwin's Origin
Darwin’s Origin was first brewed to commemorate the bicentenary of the
birth of Charles Darwin in Shrewsbury in 1809, arguably one of the world’s
foremost scientific thinkers.
The beer gets its name from the “On the Origin of Species”, his most
famous work and the cornerstone of modern evolutional science. A copper
coloured beer that evolves with a pronounced spicy hop character which
leads to a refined malt finish.
SIba national Champion best bitters Gold 2015
SIba national Champion beer 3rd Overall 2015
CaMra Champion best bitter of britain 2014
3rd overall CaMra Champion beer of britain 2014
west Mids CaMra best bitter of the year 2013
SIba national best bitter 2010
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WINNER
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